
From genotype to phenotype in obesity – using a canine model to determine how 
genetic variation affects energy homeostasis 
 
Obesity is a global epidemic that poses a serious threat to human health.  The 
heritability of obesity is 40-70%, but only a small fraction of the human genetic 
variation responsible is known. Improved understanding of how genes predispose to 
obesity is required to inform prevention and treatment strategies.   
        Dogs are excellent models in which to investigate disease genetics because 
selective breeding makes trait mapping remarkably tractable compared to humans.  
Canine obesity is common - 60% of dogs are overweight and similar co-morbidities to 
humans mean obesity exerts a significant toll on canine welfare.  Studying dogs 
therefore has value not only for that species, but also because the results can 
contribute to our understanding of the mechanisms by which genes link to obesity in 
humans.   
        We have mapped obesity associated loci in Labradors and other breeds and 
have identified specific variants as candidates for causation.  Comparative genomics 
show loci involved are relevant to human obesity. We hypothesise dogs with high 
genetic obesity risk have differences in food related behaviour and/or energy 
expenditure compared to those with low genetic risk and will test that using 
previously validated measures of eating behaviour in volunteered pet dogs.   
 This is an opportunity to become involved in a project at the interface of 
genetics, obesity science, animal behaviour and veterinary medicine.  Work is based 
at the Institute of Metabolic Science but experimental work will be carried out 
elsewhere, including at the Dept. Veterinary Medicine of the University of 
Cambridge.   

Candidates should have a strong background in the biomedical sciences 
(including veterinary science) and experience and enthusiasm for working with dogs.  
Successful candidates will have the opportunity to develop generic scientific skills 
including scientific reasoning and statistical modelling in complex data, and specialist 
skills in genetics/physiology/animal behaviour as well as project management and 
working with volunteers and research animals.   

Informal enquiries about the position are welcomed: please email project 
supervisor Dr Eleanor Raffan er311@cam.ac.uk. 
 
Websites: http://www.mrl.ims.cam.ac.uk/research/early-career-
investigators/eleanor-raffan/ and www.godogs.org.uk  

Apply here: https://bbsrcdtp.lifesci.cam.ac.uk/available-studentships  
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